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Abstrat

Formal Conept Analysis and Rough Set Theory provide two mathematial frame-

works in information management whih have been developed almost independently

in the past. Currently, their integration is revealing very interesting in di�erent

researh �elds, suh as knowledge disovery, data mining, information retrieval,

elearning, and ontology engineering. In this paper, we show how Rough Set Theory

an be employed in ombination with a generalization of Formal Conept Analysis

for modeling unertainty information (Fuzzy Formal Conept Analysis) to perform

Semanti Web searh. In partiular this paper presents an updated evaluation of a

previous proposal of the author whih has been addressed beause of the inreas-

ing interest in this topi and, at the same time, the absene in the literature of

signi�ant proposals ombining these two frameworks.

Keywords: Semanti Web, Fuzzy Formal Conept Analysis, Rough Set Theory.

1 Introdution

Formal Conept Analysis (FCA) [1℄ provides a mathematial framework whih

an support several ativities in di�erent researh �elds as, for instane, soft-

ware engineering, requirements analysis, omponent retrieval, et... [2℄. It
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is also a well-founded methodologial approah for the onstrution of on-

tologies for the Semanti Web development [3℄. In fat, FCA an serve as a

guideline for ontology building beause it allows the identi�ation of onepts

by fatoring out their ommonalities while preserving onept speialization

relationships [4℄. Fuzzy Formal Conept Analysis (FFCA) is a generaliza-

tion of FCA for modeling unertainty information [5℄. FFCA an support

ontology onstrution when some information is more relevant than other

data, or Semanti Web searh when the user is not sure about what he/she

is looking for. However, often, in real life appliations user needs annot be

desribed on the basis of formal onepts only [6℄, and �approximate onepts

will beome inreasingly more important as Semanti Web beomes a reality�

[7℄.

Rough Set Theory (RST) [8℄ is an extension of set theory for data analysis

in the presene of inexat, unertain or vague information. RST and FCA

have been extensively investigated in the literature within several researh

areas and with di�erent purposes [9℄. In partiular, their ombination pro-

vides an interesting framework for Semanti Web searh and development,

although in this researh area most of the proposals address FCA and RST

separately [10℄.

This paper shows how FFCA and RST an be ombined in order to

perform Semanti Web searh. In partiular, the work addresses an updated

evaluation of [11℄, whih represents �one of the most thorough appliations

of the ombination of FCA with fuzzy attributes and rough set theory� [9℄.

Indeed, on the basis of the urrent literature, there are still no signi�ant

proposals ombining these two frameworks, although the inreasing interest

in their integration. In the mentioned proposal, in the ase the required data

are not modeled by any formal onept, the user an searh and disover

information in the Web that is loser to his/her preferenes by following a

two-fold approah. Thanks to the notions of lower/upper approximations,

the user an selet super/subsets of the data (objets) he/she is looking

for. Furthermore, the notion of a fuzzy ontext in FFCA allows the user to

hoose, within the seleted sets, spei� objets that, on the basis of �grades

of membership�, allow him/her to quantify �how muh� they are desribed by

the required attributes and, therefore, �how muh� these objets orrespond

to the user needs.

The paper is organized as follows. In Setions 2 and 3 Formal Conept

Analysis and Fuzzy Formal Conept Analysis are realled, respetively. In

Setion 4, the relationship between FCA and RST is given and, in Subsetion
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4.1, Web searh based on RST and FFCA is shown. Suessively in Setion 5

the Related Work is presented with a disussion about the proposed method,

and Setion 6 onludes.

2 FCA

In FCA a formal onept is de�ned within a formal ontext.

De�nition 1. [Formal Context℄ A formal ontext (ontext for short) is a

triple (O,A,R), where O and A are two sets of elements alled objets and

attributes, respetively, and R is a binary relation between O and A.

In a ontext, if oRa, o ∈ O and a ∈ A, then we say that �the objet o has

the attribute a� or �the attribute a applies to the objet o�. The de�nition

of a formal onept follows.

De�nition 2. [Formal Conept℄ Given a ontext (O,A,R), let E, I be two

sets suh that E ⊆ O and I ⊆ A. Then, onsider the dual sets E ′
and I ′,

i.e., the sets de�ned by the attributes applying to all the objets belonging to

E and the objets having all the attributes belonging to I, respetively, i.e.:
E ′ = {a ∈ A | oRa ∀o ∈ E}
I ′ = {o ∈ O | oRa ∀a ∈ I}.

A formal onept (onept for short) of the ontext (O,A,R) is a pair (E,I)
suh that:

E ⊆ O, I ⊆ A
and the following onditions hold:

E ′ = I, I ′ = E.
The sets E and I represent the onept extensional and intensional ompo-

nents respetively, and are referred to as the extent and the intent of the

onept, respetively.

Therefore, a onept is a pair of sets where the former onsists of preisely

those objets whih have all attributes from the latter and, onversely, the

latter onsists of preisely those attributes that apply to all objets from

the former. For instane, onsider a ontext named Sardinia Hotels, suppose

that the set O is de�ned by the following six objets representing six di�erent

hotels:

O = {H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6}

and that the set A is de�ned by six possible attributes of these objets:

A = {Tennis, Theater, SwPool, Meal, Sea, Cinema}
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where SwPool stands for swimming pool. Furthermore, suppose the hotels

are related to the above attributes aording to the binary relation R de�ned

by the following table:

Tab. 1: The Sardinia Hotels ontext in FCA

Te Th Sw Me Se Ci

H1 × × ×
H2 × × × ×
H3 × × ×
H4 × × ×
H5 × ×
H6 × × ×

where Te, Th, Sw, Me, Se, and Ci stand for Tennis, Theater, SwPool,
Meal, Sea, and Cinema, respetively. Aording to Table 1, we say that,

for instane, the hotel H4 has, or is desribed by, three attributes, namely

Tennis, SwPool, and Sea, and vie versa, these three attributes apply to

the objet H4. A onept of the Sardinia Hotels ontext is, for instane:

((H4, H6), (Tennis, SwPool, Sea))
sine both H4 and H6 have the attributes Tennis, SwPool, and Sea, and
vie versa, all these attributes apply to both the objets H4,H6.

Given two onepts of a ontext, (E1,I1), (E2,I2), it is possible to es-

tablish an inheritane relation (≤) between them aording to the following

ondition:

(E1, I1) ≤ (E2, I2) ⇐⇒ E1 ⊆ E2 ( ⇐⇒ I2 ⊆ I1)
In partiular, (E1,I1) is alled subconcept of (E2,I2) and (E2,I2) is alled

superconcept of (E1,I1). Given a ontext (O,A,R), onsider the set of all the
onepts of this ontext, indiated as L(O,A,R). Then:

(L(O,A,R),≤)
is a omplete lattie alled Conept Lattie, i.e., for eah subset of onepts,

the greatest ommon subonept and the least ommon superonept exist

[1℄. The Conept Lattie that an be onstruted from the ontext of Ta-

ble 1 is shown in Figure 1. Note that nodes are labeled with the onepts

of the ontext, and ars are established among the nodes whose assoiated

onepts are in ≤ relation. The Conept Lattie has two speial nodes, the

maximum and minimum nodes, grouping all the objets and the attributes

of the ontext, respetively.
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( (), (Tennis,Theater,SwPool,Meal,Sea,Cinema) )

(  (H1,H2,H3,H4,H5,H6), ( ) )

( (H2,H4,H6), (Tennis,SwPool) )

( (H4,H6), (Tennis,SwPool,Sea) )

( (H1,H3,H4,H5,H6), (Sea) )

(  (H1,H2,H3,H5), (Meal) )

( (H1,H3,H5), (Sea,Meal) )

( (H1,H3), (Theater,Meal,Sea) )

( (H2), (Tennis,SwPool,Meal,Cinema) )

Fig. 1: Conept Lattie of the Sardinia Hotels ontext

In Figure 1, the least ommon superonept of, for instane, the onepts

( (H4,H6), (Tennis,SwPool,Sea) ) and ( (H1,H3),(Theater,Meal,Sea) ) is
the onept ( (H1,H3, H4,H5,H6), (Sea) ), having as set of attributes the

intersetion of the sets of attributes of the onepts. Whereas the greatest

ommon subonept of the onepts ( (H2,H4,H6), (Tennis,SwPool) ) and
( (H1,H2,H3,H5),(Meal) ) is the onept ( (H2),(Tennis, SwPool,Meal,
Cinema) ), having as set of objets the intersetion of the sets of objets of

the onepts.

Unfortunately, modeling a domain of interest with traditional FCA (i.e.,

with non-fuzzy sets) an be inaurate when the attributes do not desribe

the objets in a uniform way or, in other words, a given attribute applies

to di�erent objets in di�erent ways. For instane, in our example, onsider

the attribute Sea. One should be able to distinguish the hotels loated just

on the sea, from that having a walking distane seaside (reahable in, for

instane, ten or twenty minutes). Analogously, regarding the attributeMeal,
we would like to be aware about the hotels providing both lunh and dinner,
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rather than half-board. Without the introdution of fuzzy information, we

have no way to speify how appropriate is a feature, or an attribute, to a

given objet, therefore desribing all the objets in a uniform way.

3 FFCA

FFCA inorporates fuzzy logi into FCA in order to represent vague informa-

tion. Similarly to FCA, in FFCA a onept is de�ned within a fuzzy formal

ontext. Below, we start by realling the notion of a fuzzy set [12℄.

De�nition 3. [Fuzzy Set℄ Given a domain X, a fuzzy set A in X is har-

aterized by a membership funtion µA(x) whih assoiates eah point in X

with a real number in the interval [0,1℄:

A = {(x, µA(x)) | x ∈ X}

The value µA(x) represents the �grade of membership� of x in A.

Note that for an ordinary set, the membership funtion an take only the

values 1 and 0, depending on x does or does not belong to A, respetively.
Just to provide an example, assume X is a set of people, a fuzzy set Y oung
is de�ned by assoiating with eah person in X a real number in [0,1℄ es-

tablishing the degree of youth of the person, suh that the nearer this value

to unity, the higher the grade of membership of a person in the set Y oung.
The notion of a fuzzy relation an be obtained by generalizing the notion of

a fuzzy set as follows. A fuzzy relation R in X × Y is a fuzzy set in the

produt spae X × Y .
Given a traditional set of items S (risp set), we denote as φ(S) a fuzzy

set generated from S, i.e., φ(S) is a fuzzy set where eah item in S has a

membership value in [0,1℄. Analogously, given two risp sets S, T , φ(S × T )
is a fuzzy relation in S × T .

For instane, onsider the set of objets O and the set of attributes A of

the Sardinia Hotels ontext in the previous setion. A fuzzy relation φ(O×A)
an be de�ned as follows:

{((H1, T e), 0), ((H2, T e), 0.6), ((H3, T e), 0), . . . ,
((H1, Th), 0.7), ((H2, Th), 0), ((H3, Th), 0.8), . . . ,
((H1, Ci), 0), ((H2, Ci), 0.9), ((H3, Ci), 0), . . .}

where eah pair in (O × A) is assoiated with a membership value in [0,1℄

(where Te, Th and Ci stand for Tennis, Theater and Cinema, respetively).
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Below, the notions of a Fuzzy Formal Context and a Fuzzy Formal Conept

are given.

De�nition 4. [Fuzzy Formal Context℄ A fuzzy formal ontext (fuzzy on-

text for short) is a triple:

K = (O,A,R = φ(O × A))
where O is a set of objets, A is a set of attributes, and R is a fuzzy relation

in O × A. Eah pair (o, a) ∈ R has a membership value µ(o, a) in [0,1℄.

Given a pair (o, a) ∈ R with membership value µ(o, a), we say that �the

objet o has the attribute a� or �the attribute a applies to the objet o� with
the grade of membership µ(o, a).

De�nition 5. [Fuzzy Formal Conept℄ Given a fuzzy ontext:

K = (O,A,R = φ(O × A))
a on�dene threshold T , and two sets E, I, suh that E ⊆ O and I ⊆ A,
onsider the dual sets E ′

and I ′, de�ned respetively as follows:

E ′ = {a ∈ A | µ(o, a) ≥ T ∀o ∈ E}
I ′ = {o ∈ O | µ(o, a) ≥ T ∀a ∈ I}.

A fuzzy formal onept (fuzzy onept for short) of the fuzzy ontext K with

on�dene threshold T is a pair (φ(E), I), E ⊆ O, I ⊆ A, and E ′ = I,
I ′ = E. Eah objet o ∈ E has a membership value µo de�ned as:

µo = min
a∈I

µ(o, a)

where µ(o, a) is the membership value between the objet o and the attribute

a. If I = ∅, µo = 1 for every o. The sets E and I represent the onept

extensional and intensional omponents respetively, and are referred to as

the extent and the intent of the fuzzy onept, respetively.

The de�nition of Fuzzy Formal Conept above has been given in line

with [4℄. As shown by the authors in the mentioned paper, with respet to

other approahes proposed in the literature, this de�nition allows to generate

simpler Fuzzy Conept Latties (in terms of the number of formal onepts)

and is also more suited for evaluating onept similarity in the ontext of the

Semanti Web.

Note that the above de�nition an also be formulated in terms of a Pat-

tern Conept of a Pattern Struture [13℄. Pattern Strutures onsist of objets

with desriptions (patterns) that allow a semi-lattie operation on them, re-

ferred to as similarity operation. In essene, for an arbitrary set of objets,
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the similarity operation gives a desription representing the similarity of the

objets from the set. The onnetion between FFCA and Pattern Strutures,

and the related onepts, is an interesting topi that has been quite investi-

gated in the literature, see for instane [14℄.

Consider the Sardinia Hotels fuzzy ontext spei�ed by the fuzzy relation

given in Table 2. Note that rosses in Table 1 have been replaed by grades of

membership, from 0 to 1, eah allowing us to quantify �how muh� an objet

has, or is desribed by, an attribute and vie versa an attribute applies to an

objet.

Tab. 2: The Sardinia Hotels ontext in FFCA

Te Th Sw Me Se Ci

H1 0.7 1.0 1.0

H2 0.6 1.0 0.5 0.9

H3 0.8 0.5 0.7

H4 0.8 1.0 1.0

H5 1.0 0.3

H6 0.8 1.0 0.8

For instane, onsider the hotel H2 in Table 2. It has the attribute SwPool
with grade of membership 1.0, whih means that suh attribute fully applies

to the hotel H2 (and vie versa the hotel H2 an be properly desribed

by the attribute SwPool). Instead, the objet H2 has the attribute Meal
with a membership value 0.5, whih means that suh an attribute partially

applies to this hotel (for instane it ould provide meals just for dinner).

Analogously, in the ase of H3, the value 0.7 in orrespondene with the

attribute Sea means that this feature better desribes the hotels H1, H4
or H6 than H3, but it is more appropriate to H3 than H5 (having H5 a

lower grade of membership with Sea, i.e., 0.3). In order to address only

objets related to attributes with relevant grades of membership, a threshold

is �xed suh that the pairs with membership values less than the threshold

are ignored. For instane, onsider our running example and assume that a

threshold is �xed equal to 0.5. The grade of membership 0.3 between H5
and Sea is ignored and treated analogously to the grades of membership that

in Table 2 are not spei�ed (they are equal to zero). A fuzzy onept of the

Sardinia Hotels fuzzy ontext is, for instane, the pair:
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(((H1, 0.7), (H3, 0.5)), (Theater,Meal, Sea)).
In fat the objets H1,H3 share the attributes Theater, Meal and Sea and,

vie versa, these three attributes apply to the objets H1 and H3 with mem-

bership values whih are not less than the threshold. Aording to the def-

inition of fuzzy formal onept above, in the ase the attributes apply to

an objet with di�erent grades of membership, the minimum among them

is seleted. For instane, the objet H3 has the attributes Theater, Meal
and Sea with di�erent grades of membership, that are 0.8, 0.5 and 0.7, re-
spetively. In the onept above, the minimum value between them has been

seleted beause it represents the highest ommon grade of membership that

allows H3 to be desribed by the all the three attributes Theater, Meal and
Sea.

Fuzzy Conept Latties an be de�ned similarly to Conept Latties, on

the basis of fuzzy set theory. Below, the fuzzy set intersetion and fuzzy set

union are brie�y realled.

De�nition 6. [Fuzzy Set Intersetion℄ The intersetion of two fuzzy sets

A and B, denoted as A∩B, with respetive membership funtions µA(x), and
µB(x), is a fuzzy set whose membership funtion is de�ned as:

µA∩B(x) = min(µA(x), µB(x)).

De�nition 7. [Fuzzy Set Union℄ The union of two fuzzy sets A and B,

denoted as A ∪ B, with respetive membership funtions µA(x), and µB(x),
is a fuzzy set whose membership funtion is de�ned as:

µA∪B(x) = max(µA(x), µB(x)).

The Fuzzy Conept Lattie that an be onstruted from the ontext

of Table 2 is shown in Figure 2. Analogously to Conept Latties, nodes

are labeled with the fuzzy onepts of the ontext, and ars are established

among the nodes that are in inheritane relation. The Fuzzy Conept Lattie

has two speial nodes, the maximum and minimum nodes, grouping all the

objets and the attributes of the ontext, respetively. In partiular, the

membership values assoiated with the objets of the maximum node are all

equal to one. Also in Fuzzy Conept Latties, for any subset of onepts, the

greatest ommon subonept and the least ommon superonept are always

de�ned. For instane, onsider the onepts:
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( ((H1,1.0),(H2,1.0),(H3,1.0),(H4,1.0),(H5,1.0),(H6,1.0)), ( ) )

( ((H1,1.0),(H2,0.5),(H3,0.5),(H5,1.0)),(Meal) )

( ((H1,1.0),(H3,0.7),(H4,1.0),(H6,0.8)), (Sea) )

( ((H2,0.6),(H4,0.8),(H6,0.8)), (Tennis,SwPool) )

( ((H4,0.8),(H6,0.8)), (Tennis,SwPool,Sea) )

( ((H2,0.5)), (Tennis,SwPool,Meal,Cinema) )

( (), (Tennis,Theater,SwPool,Meal,Sea,Cinema) )

( ((H1,0.7),(H3,0.5)), (Theater,Meal,Sea) )

Fig. 2: Fuzzy Conept Lattie of the Sardinia Hotels

(((H2, 0.6), (H4, 0.8), (H6, 0.8)), (Tennis, SwPool))

(((H1, 1.0), (H3, 0.7), (H4, 1.0), (H6, 0.8)), (Sea)).

The greatest ommon subonept is:

(((H4, 0.8), (H6, 0.8)), (Tennis, SwPool, Sea))

where, in the fuzzy set intersetion, the minimum among di�erent grades of

membership assoiated with the same objet has been seleted (for instane,

in the ase of H4, 0.8).

Note that, given a ontext, the onstrution of the Conept Lattie has

been extensively investigated in the literature, and also the de�nition of

(semi-)automati tools for the onstrution of fuzzy ontologies from huge

amount of existing fuzzy databases [4℄. The problem of reduing the large

number of onepts that an be extrated from data an be addressed by

using fatorizations by similarity of Conept Latties [5℄, fatorization of

Boolean matries, extensively analyzed in [15℄, or oneptual lustering meth-

ods, as for instane the Ieberg Conept Latties [16℄. Furthermore, the as-

signment of fuzzy values is a ritial step that is usually performed by domain

experts. This problem an be addressed in line with the ontologial approah

proposed in [17℄, where a similarity measure for FCA onepts has been de-
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�ned. In partiular, in the mentioned approah, the similarity degrees among

terms of a domain ontology are de�ned by a panel of experts in the given

domain by means of a Consensus System.

In this paper, we assume that the Fuzzy Conept Lattie is given and

the problems related to the onstrution and the redution of the size of the

Conept Lattie go beyond the sope of this work.

4 RST and FCA

RST is an extension of lassial set theory with two additional operators,

namely approximation operators, originally introdued in [8℄. Among the

various formulations that an be found in the literature, below the one given

in [18℄ is brie�y realled.

Let U be a �nite and non-empty universe of objets and E be an equiv-

alene relation on U . E indues a partition of the universe U , indiated as

U/E, and the pair apr=(U ,E) is referred to as an approximation spae. An

equivalene lass in U/E is referred to as an elementary set. Any �nite union

of elementary sets is alled a de�nable set. Given an arbitrary set X ⊆ U , it
may not orrespond to a de�nable set beause X may inlude and exlude

objets that belong to di�erent de�nable sets. However, X an be approx-

imated from below and above by a pair of de�nable sets referred to as the

lower and upper approximations of X . Intuitively, the lower approximation

is the greatest de�nable set ontained in X and the upper approximation is

the least de�nable set ontaining X .

The notion of approximation an be naturally introdued into FCA. It

has been extensively investigated in the literature, see for instane [6℄ and

[19℄. Aording to [18℄, a Conept Lattie an be seen as the family of all

de�nable onepts. Formal onepts that do not belong to a given Conept

Lattie are alled non-de�nable onepts. In partiular, a formal onept

onsists of a de�nable set of objets and a de�nable set of attributes. Given

a Conept Lattie, a set of objets (attributes) that is not the extension

(intension) of any formal onept an be approximated by de�nable sets of

objets (attributes) aording to RST.

In line with [19℄, given a Conept Lattie L, let Ex(L) and In(L) be

the families of all the extents and all the intents of L, respetively. Given a

set of objets Qo that is not the extent of any onept in L, intuitively the

upper approximation apr(Qo) is the smallest set in Ex(L) that ontains Qo,
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whereas the lower approximation apr(Qo) is the largest set in Ex(L) that is
ontained in Qo. Formally we have:

apr(Qo) =
⋂

{X | X ∈ Ex(L), Qo ⊆ X}
apr(Qo) = {X | X ∈ Ex(L), X ⊆ Qo,

∀X ′ ∈ Ex(L)(X ⊆ X ′ ⇒ X ′ 6⊆ Qo}.
Analogously, given the family of all the intents of L, In(L), onsider a

set of attributes Qa. We an de�ne the upper and lower approximations of

Qa, apr(Qa) and apr(Qa) respetively, as follows:

apr(Qa) =
⋂

{X | X ∈ In(L), Qa ⊆ X}
apr(Qa) = {X | X ∈ In(L), X ⊆ Qa,

∀X ′ ∈ In(L)(X ⊆ X ′ ⇒ X ′ 6⊆ Qa}.
It is important to observe that, sine Ex(L) (In(L)) is losed under in-

tersetion, the smallest set ontaining Qo (Qa) is unique whereas this does

not hold for the largest set ontained in Qo (Qa). Therefore, lower approxi-

mations may not be unique.

In this setion we have realled how a set of objets or a set of attributes

an be approximated from above or from below by the extents or the intents,

respetively, of onepts in FCA aording to RST. In the next setion, we

will fous on FFCA and, in partiular, we will address the problem of Web

searh supported by RST in FFCA.

4.1 Web Searh based on RST and FFCA

In the following we assume we have a Fuzzy Conept Lattie and that Web

queries are expressed by sets of attributes in the given formal ontext. Given

a query, suppose there are no formal onepts having as intent the required

set of attributes. Then, the goal is to �nd the formal onepts of the Fuzzy

Conept Lattie whose intents �better approximate� the set of attributes

spei�ed by the query and, therefore, whose extents are loser to the ex-

peted answer. Furthermore, within the various approximations determined,

the user an additionally selet the preferred one on the basis of grades of

membership of spei� objets with spei� attributes.

For instane, suppose we have the Fuzzy Conept Lattie related to the

Sardinia Hotels of Figure 2 and suppose the user is looking for a hotel on the

sea where he/she an eat. This query an be represented by the following

set of attributes:

Qa = (Sea,Meal).
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In the Fuzzy Conept Lattie of Figure 2 there are no onepts de�ned by

the set of attributes Qa. However we an look for the formal onepts whose

intents better approximate it, i.e. the upper and lower approximations of Qa.

Aording to the de�nitions given above, the smallest intent in the Conept

Lattie of Figure 2 ontaining Qa is (Theater,Meal,Sea), i.e., the onept

whose intent is an upper approximation of Qa is:

(((H1, 0.7), (H3, 0.5)), (Theater,Meal, Sea))

The grades of membership assoiated with the hotels H1 and H3, 0.7 and 0.5
respetively, speify �how muh� these hotels are properly desribed by both
Sea and Meal, but also by the attribute Theater whih was not required by

the user. For this reason, lower approximations of the query an be addressed.

In this ase, two lower approximations are identi�ed in the Conept Lattie

of Figure 2. They orrespond to the following onepts whose intents are the

largest sets ontained in Qa, i.e., the singletons (Meal) and (Sea):

(((H1, 1.0), (H3, 0.7), (H4, 1.0), (H6, 0.8)), (Sea))

(((H1, 1.0), (H2, 0.5), (H3, 0.5), (H5, 1.0)), (Meal)).

The user an therefore selet as answer, on the basis of his/her needs, one

of the onept extents assoiated with the above upper and lower approx-

imations. In addition, within one of the above extents, he/she an hoose

the preferred objets also on the basis of his/her priorities aording to the

de�ned grades of membership. For instane, if Sea is the attribute with the

highest priority, he/she an selet the hotels H1 or H4, having both grades

of membership with Sea equal to 1.0. Analogously, if Meal is on the top of

his/her preferenes, the user an hoose the hotels H1 or H5. In this ase,

by analyzing the lower approximations, it is reasonable to assume that the

hotel H1 represents the losest answer to the user needs. Of ourse, this does
not hold in general, and the user has to hoose among several objets that

do not perfetly math with the spei�ed query. For instane onsider the

following query:

Qa = (Tennis,SwPool,Meal).

Analogously to the previous example, in Figure 2 there are no onepts whose

intents orrespond to the given set of attributes. Then, the upper approxi-

mation is addressed, orresponding to the intent of the following onept:

(((H2, 0.5)), (Tennis, SwPool,Meal, Cinema))

and two lower approximations are analyzed, whose formal onepts are:

(((H2, 0.6), (H4, 0.8), (H6, 0.8)), (Tennis, SwPool))

(((H1, 1.0), (H2, 0.5), (H3, 0.5), (H5, 1.0)), (Meal)).
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The user again an hoose the answer on the basis of his/her needs by analyz-

ing �rst the sets of attributes that better approximate the query. In partiular

he/she an selet the hotel H2 having all the three required attributes and an
additional one, Cinema, with grade of membership at least 0.5. Otherwise

the user an hoose objets partially desribed by the required attributes,

with higher grades of membership. As opposed to the previous example,

in this ase there are no spei� objets that fully satisfy the user needs.

However, he/she an identify the favorite hotels by analyzing their grades of

membership with preferred attributes (e.g. if Tennis and SwPool are both
preferred, the hotels H4 and H6 ould provide a satisfatory answer).

5 Related Work and Disussion

The ombination of FCA and RST is attrating attention within both risp

and fuzzy environments. In risp environments, for instane, in [20℄, a unique

framework for onneting these theories by making use of hypergraphs has

been proposed, in [21℄, an extended view of FCA and RST has been stud-

ied based on a rih struture alled ube of oppositions, and, in [22℄, a new

knowledge aquisition model has been de�ned by introduing onept latties

in RST. With regard to the ombination of FCA and RST in fuzzy environ-

ments, extended surveys an be found in [23℄, and [9℄. Within the rih liter-

ature provided in those papers, it is worth realling [24℄ and [25℄, although

with di�erent objetives with respet to this work. In fat, in the former, the

goal is to handle very large databases e�iently. In partiular, the Infobright

Community Edition (ICE) is used, whih is an open soure data warehousing

system. It allows the transformation of very large FCA ontexts (ontaining

up to 109 rows) into rough tables, i.e., tables with the same attributes as the

original large ontexts, but with ombinations of objets as rows, and meta-

information (data paks) about them as values. In the latter, the objetive

is the seletion of relevant subsets of attributes from FCA ontexts by using

RST. In partiular, the approah is based on a generalization of the notion

of equivalene relation in RST (namely the indisernibility relation), whih

in the mentioned paper is essentially based on a quasi-order.

Furthermore, with regard to the ombination of FCA and RST, it is also

worth mentioning [26℄, where these frameworks have been used for a ompar-

ative study of onept latties in fuzzy ontexts, [27℄, where the onstrution

of fuzzy onept latties based on generalized fuzzy rough approximation op-
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erators has been analyzed, and [28℄, where two new pairs of rough fuzzy set

approximations within fuzzy formal ontexts have been de�ned.

With regard to the ombination of FCA and RST in the Semanti Web

researh area, whih is the fous of this paper, a detailed related work has

been given in [11℄. In partiular, a lassi�ation of a set of seleted proposals

has been provided, showing that in this researh area these two frameworks

have been employed separately. Here we just reall [29℄, and [16℄, where FCA,

independently of RST, has been used in the former as a knowledge aquisi-

tion framework within an e-learning ommunity in an Amerian University,

and in the latter as a framework to support ontology building, mapping and

alignment. Vie versa, regarding Semanti Web searh supported by RST,

independently of FCA, we reall [7℄, where a formal framework for de�ning

and automatially generating approximate onepts and ontologies from tra-

ditional risp ontologies has been presented. Note that in [17℄, [30℄, [31℄, the

problem of de�ning a similarity measure for FCA onepts has been analyzed

(in partiular in [31℄, for FFCA onepts), without relying on RST.

In [11℄, an evaluation of the proposed method has been provided whih,

on the basis of the urrent literature, still holds. In partiular, in the men-

tioned paper, the di�ulties enountered in making a omparison of this

proposal with the existing literature have been disussed, within an experi-

ment performed in the tourism domain. The main problem in the experiment

was the impossibility of omparing this work with the underlying knowledge

representation and query models of the other proposals beause, in none of

them, Semanti Web searh is supported by both RST and FFCA (or FCA).

The ombination of FFCA and RST is fundamental for evaluating the on-

tribution of this paper and the adoption of only one of these two frameworks

makes any omparison biased in favour of this proposal. Just to provide an

example, onsider [29℄, where FCA is employed as a knowledge aquisition

framework in the absene of RST and fuzzy values. In the mentioned work,

the user query is mathed against the intents of the Conept Lattie without

using approximation operators and without having the possibility of selet-

ing the objets that better satisfy the user needs aording to fuzzy values.

In ontrast, the strength of this proposal is the possibility of performing Se-

manti Web searh leaving maximum �exibility to the user in seleting the

preferred answers along two diretions, i.e., by employing the approximation

operators of RST from one hand, and fuzzy values of FFCA from the other

hand.
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6 Conlusion

In this paper RST has been employed in ombination with FFCA to perform

SemantiWeb searh and disovery of information in the Web. In the ase the

required data are not modeled by any formal onept, the user an searh and

disover the information that are loser to his/her preferenes by following

a two-fold approah. He/she an selet (i) super/subsets of the answer that

are assoiated with lower/upper approximations of the query and, within the

proposed answers, (ii) the data that are �better� desribed by the required

attributes, on the basis of fuzzy values. To our knowledge, in the literature

there are no proposals whih an be really ompared with this approah,

although the inreasing interest in the integration of FFCA and RST.
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